
Bootstrapping

• The bootstrap is a procedure that involves choosing random
samples with replacement from a data set and analyzing
each sample the same way.

• Sampling with replacement means that every sample is
returned to the data set after sampling. So a particular data
point from the original data set could appear multiple times
in a given bootstrap sample.

• The number of elements in each bootstrap sample equals the
number of elements in the original data set. The range of
sample estimates we obtain allows us to establish the
uncertainty of the quantity we are estimating.
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Reliability of a tree

• In phylogenetic analysis, bootstrapping is a
simple test of phylogenetic accuracy

• reliability of an estimated tree is to examine
the reliability of each interior branch.
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Bootstrapping

Wilson’s General Rule:
•60-80, is there other evidence to support the relationship, be cautious;

•80-90, usually pretty solid;

•90-100, solid and unlikely to be misleading.
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1. Slice original MSA of Y residues into Y columns, put the columns into a hat

2. Pull out a random column, place it in column #1 of your new test set

3. Put the column back in the hat

4. Pull another column from the hat, place it in column #2 in the test set, put it back

5. Repeat until a pseudo-dataset of Y columns has been made

“random sampling”
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1. Slice original MSA of Y residues into Y columns, put the columns into a hat

2. Pull out a random column, place it in column #1 of your new test set

3. Put the column back in the hat

4. Pull another column from the hat, place it in column #2 in the test set, put it back

5. Repeat until a pseudo-dataset of Y columns has been made

“with replacement”



– Repeat N number of times to generate N pseudo-datasets

– For each pseudo-dataset, draw a tree (yields N trees)
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